From 1967 to 2005, many astrophotos have been taken with the Baldone Schmidt telescope (80cmx120cmx240cm). These photos have being archived in the Institute of Astronomy of the University of Latvia (IAU code 069, longitude 24.4041 E, latitude 56.7734 N, altitude 103 m). There are over 22000 direct and 2300 spectral photos of different regions of the sky in this archive. There are also information on the photo materials type as well as the types of color filters used for phographiing the sky fields and objects. The home page of the Institute of Astronomy's Baldone observatory (www.baldoneobservatory.lu.lv) has the archive's description. Part of the description has also being published (Alksnis, et al., 1998) .
Introduction
One of the main tasks of astronomers is to obtain observational data on various objects of the Universe and preserve these data for future use. The observational material subsequently forms the base for further studies and investigations. For over 100 years astronomers have gathered and stored photo collections on photographic glass and film photos. This has resulted to over 2 million wide field photos in Wide Field Imaging all over the world. From this quantity, more than 380000 of the wide field photos were taken with Schmidt telescopes (Tsvetkov et al., 1995) . For more than 38 years, such an astronomical photo archive of photographic negatives, have been obtained with the Baldone Schmidt telescope. This is collected at the Astrophysical Observatory (IAU code 069) of the Institute of Astronomy, University of Latvia. The Baldone Schmidt telescope (80/120/240 cm) was first used in December 1996 on the hill Riekstukalns (longitude 24.4041 E, latitude 56.7734 N, altitude 103m) near Baldone city. The telescope ranges among the 12 biggest wide field Schmidt telescopes in the world (Table 1) . By 2005, over 24300 photos have been taken with the Baldone Schmidt telescope.
Description of archive
The first astronomical photos were obtained in January 1967. The photos cover the field of 19 square degree, but the linear size of photoplates is 24x24 cm. Classically the scientific interests of the Latvian astronomers in the field of stellar astronomy were directed mainly to carbon stars. The implication was that most of the photos, both direct and spectral, obtained with the Baldone Schmidt telescope, covered the zone along the galactic equator, where the carbon stars are concentrated. The distribution of obtained direct and spectral photos, on the sky sphere, is presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Every photo taken with the Baldone Schmidt telescope has been taken in order to study a definite object and none stationary stars, especially carbon stars. Therefore, brightness and coordinates are only measured for these objects on the photos. On the average, about 95% to 99% of the information recorded on the photo remained unused. The glass and film photos are stored vertically in the rooms of the Schmidt telescope dome, which are no specially conditioned rooms, with temperature stabilization and less humidity. The photos are placed in original ORWO 24x24cm size plate standard packaging boxes. The astroplates of the Baldone Schmidt telescope archive have been obtained mainly on the ORWO (East Germany) astronomical plates (Astro Platten ZU1, ZU2, ZU21, ZP1, ZP3). The plates have a size of 24x24cm. On the films (different versions of A500, A600, A700) of the Photographic Research Institute KAZNIIFOTOPROJEKT (Russia), most of the plates also have a size of 24x24 cm, while 1% have a size 13x18cm size. A small quantity is obatained on the Eastman Kodak mostly using IN plates in the USA.
For the stellar photometry the plates and light filters, were used. This provided a spectral sensitivity, close to the standard U, B, V system or the Becker's R-and Kron's I-magnitudes. In Table 2 , the number (n) of direct photos taken with the emulsion type and filter combinations that is used most of the time, are listed.
The spectral photos have been obtained using 2 degree and 4 degree 80cm diameter objective prisms, which provide the resolution of about 200 and 450 at the hydrogen line H alpha respectively. For the searching of carbon stars, mostly the orthochromatic Kazan A600 astro films and the Kodak IN, infrared plates were used as detailed in Table 3 . Table 2. The combinations of the photo emulsions and  filters used for the direct photos   Emulsion Filter  n  Emulsion Filter  n  -U  ZU21  -262  ZU21  UG1  337  ZU1  -119  ZU2  UG1  229  ZP3  -21  ZU21  UFS3  86  A500N  -20  ZU1  UG1  62  B  V  ZU21  GG13 2783 A600N  ZS17  2102  ZU2  GG13 1692 A600  ZS17  1797  NT-1AS  GG13  337 A600U  ZS17  409  A500N GG13 206 Many of the sky regions have been photographed tens and hundreds of times, in order to investigate variability of stars. The mostly photographed objects or regions are listed in Tables 4 for direct photos as well as the total number of photos (n) of the object obtained in 1967-2005. Presently, the observational data and treated results are obtained in computer readable form, mainly online and stored in databases on the server of the Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science in University of Latvia ftp.e-spiets.lv. Nevertheless, the value of astronomical photo archives does not decrease. They contain information of the former changes in the optical range of cosmic objects at long time range. This information is very useful in current investigations and are therefore very relevant. This is more so, as the astronomers are gaining information in the whole range of the electromagnetic spectrum from gamma rays to radio waves.
Digitizing of archive
In the last 20 years, digitalization of astronomical information is taking place at a fast pace. From 2013, the regular digitization and processing of photographic astroplates started in Baldone observatory. The photos were digitized using Epson Expression 10000XL and 11000XL commercial scanners. The scanners had a resolution of 1200 dpi (or 2400 dpi). For processing, all images were transformed from TIFF format to the FITS format. This is achieved with an original program created at the Institute of Astronomy. Till this moment, more than 7000 photos are digitized. Previously scans were tested, and the optimum mode of scanning was found (Protsyuk et al., 2014) . Images were processed using advanced complex LINUX / MIDAS / ROMAPHOT programs (Andruk et al., 2015) .
Scans are displayed on the server (ftp.e-spiets.lv) of the Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science in University of Latvia.
The digitizing of the UV-part of Baldone collection has started in June 2016 with two EPSON EXPRESSION 10000XL and three 11000XL flatbed scanners. Its photometric and astrometric characteristics were previously
The software was developed and implemented in Main Astronomical Observatory of the National Academy Science of Ukraine. The software is used to process the digitized astronomic photos as well as to obtain astrometric coordinates and photometric magnitudes of stars and compact galaxies.
Without these main tasks, the digitized photos of star fields allow to carry out a massive search for images of small bodies in the solar system. Furthermore, it allows for the determination of their coordinates. From the observations of earlier epoch, it is possible to extract information about the locations of these bodies (Eglitis et al., 2016) . 
The electronic format of the plate archive
In Table 5 , the description of the electronic format of the computer-readable catalogue at the link www.baldoneobservatory.lu.lv is given. For more information on the Baldone Schmidt telescope plate archive contact e-mail: astra@latnet.lv or ilgmars@latnet.lv. This investigation is supported by FP7 project "Noctural atmosphere".
